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Vaccination has started at Vonovia – around 80 

employees vaccinated in Bochum on the first day 

 Next week, around 100 employees a day are to be 

vaccinated on three separate days 

 Vaccination facilities for the workforce are now also in 

place in other regions 

 High uptake among workforce 

 

 

Bochum, June 10, 2021 – The Bochum-based housing company Vonovia 

has launched its vaccination campaign for employees at its head office 

today. In a first delivery, around 1,000 doses were made available 

through the company’s medical service and the German technical 

inspectorate TÜV. Of these, around 80 jabs were given on the first day, 

prioritizing employees with direct customer contact. 

 

“Since the beginning of the pandemic, we’ve been doing everything we 

can at Vonovia to protect our colleagues. Vaccinating through our 

medical service is another important element on the way to normality. 

So I’m glad we can now get going and present this opportunity to our 

workforce,” says CEO Rolf Buch at the start of the vaccination campaign. 

Like many other companies, Vonovia is hoping that its medical service 

will soon receive more doses from the German government.  

 

Priority groups and random generator 

Vonovia has been prepared to start its own vaccination campaign 

through its medical service for quite a while now. In fact, a test line to 

protect the workforce was already in place at Vonovia’s canteen in 

March and has now been converted for Covid jabs within a very short 

time. In other regions, the facilities have been made available to the 

workforce at the various health centres of the company’s medical 

services, and suitable vaccination rooms have been created on Vonovia’s 

premises.  
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Initially, priority will be given to employees with direct customer contact 

in their work. Depending on their job, each person can book a 

vaccination appointment on a specially created online platform. While 

demand still exceeds supply, a random generator is used to determine 

the order in which staff are vaccinated. 

 

The first ones to receive their jabs are very pleased now: “I’ve been 

trying to get an appointment outside the company, so I’m really happy 

that I’ve had my first jab now. It feels good to have better protection 

now. And it’s good to know that our employer is supporting us,” says 

Uwe Heinemann, craftsman at Vonovia. Until sufficient vaccine becomes 

available for the entire workforce, Vonovia recommends that employees 

get appointments through their GPs and the various vaccination centres. 

The company itself is under no obligation to vaccinate its workforce. 

 

 

About Vonovia  

Vonovia offers a home to around one million people in Germany. The residential 

real estate company plays a central role in society, which is why Vonovia’s 

activities are never focused exclusively on financial aspects, but also take social 

factors into account. Vonovia is helping to provide answers to the current 

challenges on the housing market. The company is committed to more climate 

protection, more senior-friendly apartments and a positive community spirit in 

its neighborhoods. In cooperation with social institutions and the municipal 

districts, Vonovia supports social and cultural projects that enrich community 

life. Vonovia is also helping to address a social issue that is particularly 

important at the moment: the construction of new apartments. 

 

Our activities focus on our customers and their needs. On site, caretakers and 

our own craftsmen take care of our tenants’ concerns. Being close to our 

customers ensures fast and reliable service. In addition, Vonovia invests 

generously in the maintenance of the buildings and develops housing-related 

services for a better quality of living. For answers to any questions in connection 

with lease agreements and ancillary expense bills, the central customer service 

center can be contacted via a regional service hotline as well as by email, fax, 

app or by post.  

 

Vonovia has a workforce of more than 10,000 employees and its CEO is Rolf 

Buch. 

 

Additional Information:  

 

Approval: Regulated Market/Prime Standard, Frankfurt Stock Exchange ISIN: 

DE000A1ML7J1 WKN: A1ML7J Common code: 094567408 Registered headquarters of 

Vonovia SE: Bochum, Germany, Bochum Local Court, HRB 16879 Business address of 

http://www.vonovia.de/
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Vonovia SE: Universitaetsstrasse 133, 44803 Bochum, Germany 

This press release has been issued by Vonovia SE and/or its subsidiaries solely for 

information purposes. This press release may contain statements, assumptions, opinions 

and predictions about the anticipated future development of Vonovia (“forward-looking 

statements”) that reproduce various assumptions regarding, e.g., results derived from 

Vonovia’s current business or from publicly available sources that have not been subject to 

an independent audit or in-depth evaluation by Vonovia and that may turn out to be 

incorrect at a later stage. All forward-looking statements express current expectations 

based on the current business plan and various other assumptions and therefore come 

with risks and uncertainties that are not insignificant. All forward-looking statements 

should not therefore be taken as a guarantee for future performance or results and, 

furthermore, do not necessarily constitute exact indicators that the forecast results will be 

achieved. All forward-looking statements relate solely to the day on which this press 

release was issued to its recipients. It is the responsibility of the recipients of this press 

release to conduct a more detailed analysis of the validity of forward-looking statements 

and the underlying assumptions. Vonovia accepts no responsibility for any direct or 

indirect damages or losses or subsequent damages or losses as well as penalties that the 

recipients may incur by using the press release, its contents and, in particular, all forward-

looking statements or in any other way, as far as this is legally permissible. Vonovia does 

not provide any guarantees or assurances (either explicitly or implicitly) in respect of the 

information contained in this press release. Vonovia is not obliged to update or correct the 

information, forward-looking statements or conclusions drawn in this press release or to 

include subsequent events or circumstances or to report inaccuracies that become known 

after the date of this press release. 
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